Effect of a Serious Game Jestimule in Emotion Recognition of Moroccan Autistic Children
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Abstract

Human beings can express their emotions through various ways, such as facial expressions, bodily expressions, prosody, or language. Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a life-long neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by varying levels of deficit in social and communication skills. A "serious game" called "Jestimule" has been developed to improve on the facial emotion recognition skills of children with autism. As many as 17 autistic children with distinctive characteristics were recruited for this cross-sectional study. The level of language comprehension and academic learning is slightly heterogeneous. The participants are predominantly boys, with an average age of 11.23. Our finding shows that children have gradual ease in recognizing the following emotions: Happiness, surprise, sadness, anger, pain and fear. However, they find it challenging to recognize the remaining three emotions, namely neutral, funny face, and disgust. Jestimule is an effective educational game for children with autism that could improve their skills in recognizing others' emotion. However, further research needs to be carried out to test the game in the context of Moroccan children. Autism recognition of emotions is a cognitive remediation area of great interest to this population.
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Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a complex neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by difficulties in social and interpersonal communication, combined with stereotyped and repetitive behaviors and interests (APA, 2013). According to the Fifth Edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), repetitive behaviours often occur with sensory abnormalities and language development delay or
absence. Although ASDs are heterogeneous in etiology and symptoms, a common central feature is that deficit in social behavior remains to be unrelated to cognitive dysfunction. Part of the deficit includes social impairments, such as the inability to initiate social interactions or develop relationships, lack of social or emotional reciprocity and lack of interest in others’ feelings (Lord et al., 2000; Bauminger et al., 2003)

The earliest evidence of social impairments in ASD is new-borns’ disrupted selective attention, evident through their lack of innate preference for human voice and face over other sounds and visual stimuli (Volkmar et al., 1990). Infants with ASD demonstrate impaired joint attention (Mundy et al., 1990), which is the ability to alert another person of an object through shared gaze. This function mainly involves the cortical brain region. Hence, cortical dysfunction might lead to cognitive dysfunction in general, as well as specific impairments in social cognition and sensory integration. It remains unknown why social cognition is impaired explicitly in subjects with otherwise normal cognition. Meanwhile, brain areas that comprise of the “social brain”, particularly medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), amygdala, anterior insula, anterior cingulate cortex, inferior frontal gyrus and superior temporal sulcus, mediate these functions. Furthermore, a meta-analysis by DiMartino et al. (2009) found that emotion recognition impairments in ASD most notably impact the hypo-activation of amygdala and fusiform face area in the temporal lobe. Dalton et al. (2005) suggested that irregular and inconsistent patterns of fusiform gyrus activation, especially the right fusiform gyrus, contribute to face processing impairments in autistic people.

Additionally, the role of amygdala in social behaviour includes the processing of emotional reactions, visual social stimuli and social emotion cue from faces. It has a vital role in recognizing facial emotion, as well as mediates eye gaze (Fried et al., 1997). Subjects with complete amygdala lesions, like those with ASD, show impaired eye contact (Spezio et al., 2007). Additionally, impaired ability in recognizing social cue from faces was also found among high-functioning subjects with ASD, namely those with focal bilateral amygdala lesion (Adolphs et al., 2001).

Social cognition is one of the components involved in regulating interactions. This component appears to be disrupted in people with ASD. Thus, several authors have
highlighted difficulties in recognizing and understanding facial/gestural emotions (Da Fonseca et al., 2009), poor emotional vocabulary (Begeer, 2008), lack of verbal interaction and cognitive deficit, as some of the challenges faced by people with ASD. Specific care to improve social cognition in people with ASD could have a positive impact on their social interactions.

Emotion regulation is crucial for optimal functioning and long-term adaptive outcomes because they facilitate the stimulation of appropriate responses and coping mechanism in social interactions (Gross, 1998; Gross, 2007; Silk, Steinberg & Morris, 2003). Recent studies show that individuals with ASD have difficulties regulating their emotions and suffer from serious emotional disturbances (Laurent & Rubin, 2004; Mazefsky, Borue, Day & Minshew, 2014; Mazefsky et al., 2013; Samson, Hardan, Podell, Phillips & Gross, 2014; Samson, Huber & Gross, 2012; Samson, Phillips et al., 2014). They experience more difficulty in generating cognitive reappraisal strategies compared to the average children. This is potentially due to their decreased ability to identify and describe emotions, as well as lack of insight into complex emotional processes (Capps, Yirmiya, & Sigman, 1992; Losh & Capps, 2006). Moreover, few studies suggest that individuals with ASD experience less amusement in response to humorous material compared to the typical people. They practice more maladaptive/ idiosyncratic strategies compared to emotion regulation strategies (Jahromi, Meek & Ober-Reynolds, 2012; Konstantareas & Stewart, 2006; Mazefsky et al., 2014; Rieffe et al., 2011; Samson et al., 2012; Samson, 2013).

Digital tools have not always been considered favorable. Nevertheless, numerous changes in points of view seem to be influenced by digital tools. It is now possible to elicit technology users’ interest by emphasizing on learning techniques and socialization between users of the same tools (Baranowski et al., 2003; Ito et al., 2008; Lenhart et al., 2008). Virtual environment has attracted many interest in the case of stimulation and cognitive remediation in children. These digital tools allow the stimulation of cognitive process, particularly regarding children’s attention and executive functioning (Virole & Radillo, 2010).
The absence of the regular pedagogical supervision for children could potentially capture their attention. In other words, learning through games introduces a novel way of teaching values and actions to children. Hence, it allows children with autism or Pervasive Developmental Disorder (PDD) to learn facial emotion recognition through their avatars, while taking into consideration various situational context (Serret et al., 2012). Outside the medical setting, education practitioners’ interest in using it to prevent school drop-out gradually increases (Wastiau, Kearney & Van den Berghe, 2009). In recent years, many programs have been created to improve the social skills of people with ASD. Many studies on the use of these programs show promising results. However, most of these programs are limited to people with high-level autism or Asperger’s syndrome (Golan et al., 2010). Our study is the first to apply “JeStiMulE” on autistic children in Morocco. The aim of this study is to explore the influence of “JeStiMulE” in improving the facial emotion recognition skill of children with autism.

Method
A total of 17 autistic children with distinctive characteristics were recruited for this cross-sectional study. The participants’ age ranged between 5 to 14 years old. Their level of language comprehension and academic learning is slightly heterogeneous. We used the Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS) as a diagnostic tool under the supervision of our unit. Participants were given a JeStiMulE learning task one hour a day for three months. We conducted the supervision of these tasks along with an educator.

JeStiMulE, a prototype of a "serious game" developed as part of a national collaborative project, is an interactive and multi-sensory stimulation game for children and adolescents with Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS). It aims to introduce children or adolescents with PDD to reciprocal social interactions in a virtual reality. This includes learning to recognize facial emotion, emotional gesture and social situations.

There are two phases to this two-dimensional game. Firstly, participants are subjected to a series of mini-games that gradually increases in complexity. It aims to train their skills in
recognizing emotion and emotional gestures on the avatars. Initially, participants are introduced to the basic emotions (joy, anger, disgust, sadness, surprise, and fear) (Eckman, 1999) as well as pain (Serret et al., 2012). Next, neutral expression and gestures were presented to represent the absence of emotion on a face. Lastly, “funny face” was shown in this learning phase to visually show autistic children that face mimicry may not automatically correspond to an emotion (Serret et al., 2012).

The second phase of the game is the training phase. It is conducted through a virtual simulation in three dimensions. It consists of three game modules. The gaming platform is virtual and represents the district of a city with five playgrounds: restaurant, theatre, shop, kindergarten and city square. The player is free to move wherever he/she wants in the city. Their goal is to recognize or anticipate emotions of the game avatars in different social contexts.

**Analysis**

The statistical analyses were conducted using Microsoft Office Excel and Statistica software. We used non-parametric methods, namely descriptive statistic and Spearman Rank Order Correlations.

**Result**

*Descriptive statistic*

Our sample contains 12% girls and 88% boys. Among these children, 29% of them could read while 71% are not able to read. Additionally, more than half are able to communicate verbally (59%), whilst the rest can only do so non-verbally (41%). The children are divided into three categories according to their type of autism: 35% LFA, 12% MFA and 53% HFA.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to Read</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to Speak</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LFA</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of autism</td>
<td>MFA</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HFA</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Type of autism:
- LFA: Low-Functioning Autism
- MFA: Moderate-Functioning Autism
- HFA: High-Functioning Autism

The serious game JeStiMulE:

Evaluation of social cognition: Options 1

The first part of the game (Option 1) reveals that, based on the children’s responses, the emotions that were most easily recognized accurately in descending order: Happiness = 69.34%; Surprise = 66.04%; Anger = 63.29%; Sadness = 63.26%; Pain = 60.18%; Fear = 56.96%; Neutral = 39.21%; Disgust = 29.39%; Funny face = 10.30%.
Evaluation of social cognition: Option two

The second part of the game shows that, based on the children's responses, the emotions that were most easily recognized accurately in descending order: Happiness = 68%; Surprise = 64%; Sadness = 58%; Anger = 56%; Pain = 52%; Fear = 50%; Neutral = 43%; Disgust = 25%; Funny face = 7%.

Evaluation of social cognition: Level 1

Figure 2. Learning phase option two

Figure 3. The mean percentage of emotion, Level: 1
The third part of the game reveals that, in level 1, most children correctly responded to these emotions: Happiness = 62%; Surprise = 60%; Sadness = 56%; Anger = 53%; Pain = 51%; Fear = 50%; Neutral = 47%; Disgust = 25%; Funny face = 5%.

Evaluation of social cognition: Level 2

The fourth part of the game (level 2) shows that, based on the children’s answers, they easily recognized these emotions: Joy = 70%; Surprise = 65%; Sadness = 52%; Anger = 61%; Pain = 63%; Fear = 60%; Neutral = 53%; Disgust = 56%; Grimace = 7%.

Evaluation of social cognition: Level 3

Figure 4. Learning phase: Level 2

Figure 5. Learning phase: Level 3
The fifth part of the game (level 3), reveals that the children’s answers in descending order: Joy = 24%; Surprise = 22%; Sadness = 52%; Anger = 21%; Pain = 22%; Fear = 16%; Neutral = 19%; Disgust = 20%; Grimace = 3%.

Evaluation of social cognition: Level: 1, 2 & 3

Comparison between all three levels shows that knowledge on emotion at level two is better compared to results from level one and three.

Correlation between different levels of learning phase with sex, age, ability to read & type of autism:
Learning phase: Option 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Happiness</th>
<th>Anger</th>
<th>Disgust</th>
<th>Fear</th>
<th>Sadness</th>
<th>Surprise</th>
<th>Pain</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Funny Face</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>r=-0.06</td>
<td>r=-0.06</td>
<td>r=0.00</td>
<td>r=0.01</td>
<td>r=-0.01</td>
<td>r=0.00</td>
<td>r=-0.04</td>
<td>r=0.06</td>
<td>r=-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>r=-0.62</td>
<td>r=-0.62</td>
<td>r=-0.58</td>
<td>r=-0.57</td>
<td>r=-0.54</td>
<td>r=-0.73</td>
<td>r=-0.62</td>
<td>r=-0.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to Read</td>
<td>r=-0.50</td>
<td>r=-0.50</td>
<td>r=-0.35</td>
<td>r=-0.53</td>
<td>r=-0.46</td>
<td>r=-0.49</td>
<td>r=-0.50</td>
<td>r=-0.40</td>
<td>r=-0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Autism</td>
<td>r=0.89</td>
<td>r=0.89</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.88</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.88</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V OU NV</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.88</td>
<td>r=0.84</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.85</td>
<td>r=0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spearman Rank Order Correlations, MD pairwise deleted. Marked correlations are significant at p < .05
Table 2 shows that there is a negative correlation between children's responses regarding emotions in Option 1 with age and ability to read. Meanwhile, a positive correlation with type of autism and ability to speak was found. No correlation was found between emotion recognition and sex.

Table 3 depicts the correlation result between emotion recognition in learning phase part 2 (option 2) with sex, age, ability to read, type of autism and ability to speak. Based on table 3 there is a negative correlation between children's responses to emotions in Option 2 with age and ability to read. Additionally, we also found a positive correlation with type of autism and ability to speak. However, no correlation was found between emotion recognition skill and sex.
Table 4
Learning Phase Part 3 Correlation: Level 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Happiness</th>
<th>Anger</th>
<th>Disgust</th>
<th>Fear</th>
<th>Sadness</th>
<th>Surprise</th>
<th>Pain</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Funny Face</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>r=-0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>r=-0.06</td>
<td>r=-0.10</td>
<td>r=-0.13</td>
<td>r=-0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>r=0.10</td>
<td>r=-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>r=-0.64</td>
<td></td>
<td>r=-0.62</td>
<td>r=-0.71</td>
<td>r=-0.64</td>
<td>r=-0.69</td>
<td></td>
<td>r=-0.64</td>
<td>r=-0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to Read</td>
<td>r=-0.47</td>
<td>r=-0.47</td>
<td>r=-0.40</td>
<td>r=-0.45</td>
<td>r=-0.42</td>
<td>r=-0.47</td>
<td></td>
<td>r=-0.47</td>
<td>r=-0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Autism</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.90</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td></td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V OU NV</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.85</td>
<td>r=0.88</td>
<td>r=0.85</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spearman Rank Order Correlations (Statistic Je stimule) MD pairwise deleted Marked correlations are significant at p < .05000

Table 4 shows that there is a negative correlation between children's responses regarding Level 1 emotions with age. Furthermore, there is also a positive correlation with the type of autism and ability to speak. No correlation between emotion recognition with sex and ability to read was found.

Table 5
Learning Phase Part 4 Correlation: Level 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Happiness</th>
<th>Anger</th>
<th>Disgust</th>
<th>Fear</th>
<th>Sadness</th>
<th>Surprise</th>
<th>Pain</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Funny Face</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>r=-0.10</td>
<td>r=-0.18</td>
<td>r=-0.21</td>
<td>r=-0.12</td>
<td>r=-0.13</td>
<td>r=-0.15</td>
<td>r=-0.15</td>
<td>r=-0.21</td>
<td>r=-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>r=-0.67</td>
<td>r=-0.53</td>
<td>r=-0.45</td>
<td>r=-0.63</td>
<td>r=-0.48</td>
<td>r=-0.55</td>
<td>r=-0.56</td>
<td>r=-0.52</td>
<td>r=-0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to Read</td>
<td>r=-0.50</td>
<td>r=-0.36</td>
<td>r=-0.28</td>
<td>r=-0.54</td>
<td>r=-0.40</td>
<td>r=-0.50</td>
<td>r=-0.36</td>
<td>r=-0.30</td>
<td>r=-0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Autism</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.93</td>
<td>r=0.91</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V OU NV</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.85</td>
<td>r=0.91</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.84</td>
<td>r=0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spearman Rank Order Correlations (Statistic Je stimule) MD pairwise deleted Marked correlations are significant at p < .05

Table 5 shows that there is a negative correlation between children's responses to Level 2 emotions with age and ability to read. Meanwhile, a positive correlation was found with type
of autism and ability to speak. No correlation was found between emotion recognition and sex.

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Happiness</th>
<th>Anger</th>
<th>Disgust</th>
<th>Fear</th>
<th>Sadness</th>
<th>Surprise</th>
<th>Pain</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Funny Face</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>r=-0.095</td>
<td>r=-0.17</td>
<td>r=-0.21</td>
<td>r=-0.17</td>
<td>r=-0.13</td>
<td>r=-0.15</td>
<td>r=-0.2</td>
<td>r=-0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>r=-0.67</td>
<td>r=-0.52</td>
<td>r=-0.45</td>
<td>r=-0.65</td>
<td>r=-0.48</td>
<td>r=-0.55</td>
<td>r=-0.52</td>
<td>r=-0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to Read</td>
<td>r=-0.50</td>
<td>r=-0.36</td>
<td>r=-0.28</td>
<td>r=-0.52</td>
<td>r=-0.40</td>
<td>r=-0.49</td>
<td>r=-0.36</td>
<td>r=-0.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Autism</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.58</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.91</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
<td>r=0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOU NV</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.85</td>
<td>r=0.67</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.87</td>
<td>r=0.8</td>
<td>r=0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spearman Rank Order Correlations, MD pairwise deleted Marked correlations are significant at p <0.05

Table 6 shows that there is a negative correlation between children’s responses to Level 3 emotions with age and ability to read. Additionally, there is also a positive correlation with the type of autism and ability to speak. Similar to most of the other results, no correlation was found between emotion recognition and sex.

Discussion

The participants of this study are predominantly boys, with an average age of 11.23. The large number of illiterate participants shows that children are not subjected to a well-defined educational program. The type of autism we chose contains all the distinct categories to see the effectiveness of this game on these children. Despite several conflicting findings, studies indicate that people with ASD have difficulties identifying emotions from facial expressions (Philipetal, 2010). Furthermore, a study indicates that although individuals with ASD may have intact emotion-recognition abilities, as measured by controlled behavioral paradigm, there may be heterogeneity within groups of autistic children to recognize emotion. This could be due to deficits in the ability to tap into the neural mechanisms underlying emotion processing, an automatic process in individuals with typical development. Furthermore, another study has found that the early development of neurons
and brain overgrowth is most notable during the age of two to four years old, particularly development of the frontal lobe, temporal lobe, and amygdala (Hazlett et al., 2005). There is current evidence of an increasing abnormal short-distance connectivity within these brain regions, but a lack of connectivity between regions mediating the integration and processing of social and emotional information (Kleinhans et al., 2008).

Our findings have revealed that children have gradual ease in recognizing the following emotions: Happiness, surprise, sadness, anger, pain, and fear. These emotions were illustrated through their avatars for the children. The fact that they were basic emotions also further facilitates the ease in which children could understand them. Most current studies show that both low and high-functioning children, adolescents and adults with ASD, are less able to recognize complex non-verbal emotion such as embarrassment and trustworthiness compared to the typical children their age (Dziobek et al., 2006). Also, other studies found that ASD children and adults with normal intelligence are both impaired in their ability to recognize basic emotions, such as sadness and happiness (Kuusikko et al., 2009). However, Grossman, et al(2000), found that ASD groups with varying levels of functioning can accurately recognize basic emotions at a comparable level to the age and IQ that matches the average children and adults.

On the other hand, children found it very challenging to recognize three facial emotions, namely neutral, funny face, and disgust. Several reasons could cause this problem. Firstly, confusion could be due to the lack of refinement and clarity of the drawing that portrays the emotion. Secondly, recognizing these types of complex emotion requires a high level of emotional intelligence and cognitive knowledge that are often absence in children with ASD. Hence, they find it difficult to distinguish negative emotions such as hypocrite and deception or identify funny face. Thirdly, children with ASD have impaired social cognition, which is the ability to acquire, process, store and use social input from the environment to decide on and take proper social actions (Colle et al., 2007). It also relates to the process of understanding others or one’s thoughts, mental states and feelings (“theory of mind,” or mentalization) (Fletcher et al., 1995). As a result, children with ASD often have impaired social information analysis and abnormal responses. One of the ways to help autistic children or adolescent in recognizing complex emotion, such as disgust, would be to add
sensations of smell and taste (Figure 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5). A recent study reported that children and adolescents with ASD are characterized by a relatively decreased modulation of amygdala activation when they consciously decrease affective responses to pictures that elicit disgust (Danial & Wood, 2013; Sukhodolsky et al., 2013). That study also found group differences in insula activation, potentially due to the use of more emotionally evocative disgust pictures compared to neutral faces (Pitskel et al., 2014).

Further, we conclude that there is a change in the degrees of children's responses. We found that level 2 was better compared to level 1 and 3, which corresponds to the effect of gestures and the addition of words and idioms. Initially, players began the learning process through a facial emotion recognition game at Level 1. Next, gestures were then introduced in level 2 to expand their knowledge on expression of emotion. Finally, in level 3, players learned to recognize emotions with emotional words and idiomatic expressions. This last level proved to be quite complicated for children to understand because both the words and idiomatic expressions, were delivered in French instead of their mother tongue (Arabic). Additionally, there was no language option in the game (Figure 6). Paradigms that closely resemble naturalistic settings (Rump et al., 2009) have often indicated deficits in emotion recognition in children with ASD. Evers et al. (2014) incorporated hybrid faces comprising of emotional face-half, where the upper or lower face region demonstrated happiness, anger, sadness or fear and the other half showing a neutral expression. Based on that study, no emotion-recognition deficit in children with high-functioning ASD was found. Nevertheless, other studies have found that, both children with ASD and typical developing children mainly focused on the eye and mouth areas when correctly recognising emotions, although it remains to be strongly emotion-dependent. The differences in the nature of facial stimuli and emotions presented across tasks are accounted for the variation in findings of emotion-recognition performance across the autistic group. Some studies suggest that cognitive ability influences levels of internalization and externalization of difficulties in children with ASD (Witwer & Lecavalier, 2010; Maskey et al., 2013). Moreover, a study showed that JeStiMulE presents a suitable usability. Most participants were able to play and complete the training within the expected time, supporting the idea that JeStiMulE specificities, including sensory, cognitive and motivational dimensions, are adaptable to the
Autism Spectrum Conditions (ASC) profile. Participants were also able to play and benefit from the training, as indicated by their improved performance on emotional recognition tasks. Hence, this study provides evidence for the potential use of JeStiMulE in ASC individuals with heterogeneous intellectual, verbal and academic levels. However, it focused on individuals with high-functioning autism, including autism spectrum (Serret et al., 2014). Children with LFA had great difficulty answering and recognizing the corresponding emotions. According to the authors, it is possible that children with LFA had difficulty understanding the game instructions. Therefore, they could not fully benefit from the intervention (Hopkins et al., 2011).

The child’s responses may also be influenced by other factors, such as age. Based on the correlation found, age can influence emotion recognition skills in children. The younger the age, the better the emotion recognition skills in children. Meanwhile, correlation with type of autism shows that children with LFA had difficulty adapting with the game because the concept is too complicated for them. In contrary, children with HFA could perform the task much easily compared to children with LFA. Most virtual programs are only accessible for people with HFA or Asperger’s syndrome (Golan et al., 2010).

A correlation with “ability to speak” shows that autistic children who are able to communicate verbally, finds the game easier to understand than those who are not able to speak. Preschool children with ASD demonstrate an impaired ability to modify their emotions appropriately in response to others (Konstantareas & Stewart, 2006). Additionally, Loveland (2005) found that there are deficits in the ability to regulate emotion in response to emotional stimuli, ranging from flat affect to responding to others’ emotion. However, no correlation has been found with sex, indicating that gender does not influence emotion recognition skills (Table 1,2,3,4 & 5).
Conclusion

This type of educational game for children with autism is effective and important for the child’s profile. It improves emotion recognition skills to understand others’ emotion. However, further development on the educational program and game performance are still needed to solidify its’ impact on the child’s performance. Hence, more research needs to be carried out to put in place specific educational games in the context of Moroccan children. Autism recognition of emotions is a cognitive remediation area of great interest to this population.
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